NEXT REVOLUTION, PLEASE!
Mommy! I want a new phone!
No!
Mommy! I want a new phone!
No!
But, mommy I want a new phone!
No! No! No! No!
Read! - No! Learn! - No!
Read! - No! Learn! - No!
Read! - No! Learn! - No!
…..
I Just want a new phone,
the phone of my dreams!
spoken:
But have you changed the world today?
Did you improve it? Is the world now a better place?
How progressive are you? What about the future of
Mankind?
Come on, start a revolution!
Pffffff!
Come on, start it!
No! I just want the phone of my dreams!
No! No! No! No! No!
Start a revolution!
The phone of my dreams will fuck your revolution up the
ass!
sung:

But have you changed the world today?
Did you improve it? Is the world now a better place?
How progressive are you? What about the future of
Mankind?
Come on, come on, start a revolution!
The Revolution is on the inside!
OK, good, nice revolution, good revolution!
Now, start another one, and another one,
and another one!
Ri-di-cu-les!
OK, OK, nice revolution! Now, let's go back to the first
revolution!
sung:
Come on, come on, start a revolution,
come on, come on, start a revolution,
start it, start it, start it, OK, OK,
start it, start it, start it, OK, OK,
nice revolution! OK! OK! OK!
nice revolution! OK! OK! OK!
Now start another one! another one!
Now start another one! another one!
Come on, it's time for a new revolution,
Come on, it's time for a new revolution,
Good, good, next revolution, please!
Good, good, nice revolution, boys!
Good, good, nice revolution!
Let’s go back to the first revolution!
second revolution, third revolution,

first revolution
and add a little bit, and add a little bit of progress
more progress please!
mo-ho-ho-ho-re
mo-ho-ho-ho-re
more progress please!
It’s time for progress, it’s time for progress (2x)
And civilization, and civilization (2x)
more civilization, more civilization (2x)
Stooop! Stooop! Stoop!
I searched deep in the hearts of the artists, the real-fake
artists! - Nothing!
I searched deep in the heart of the system, the
establishment,
the million dollars, the banks - Nothing!
I searched deep in the heart of the socialists, the
neo-liberals,
the consumers, the decent men and women - Nothing!
I searched deep in the heart of Humanity,
the heart of me, senseless me, useless me! - Nothing!
I searched deep in the hearts of the men and women
who made The Revolution - Nothing!
The revolution is ri-di-cu-les!
You are ri-di-cu-les!
I am ri-di-cu-les!
We are ri-di-cu-les!
In the Great Scheme of Things, everything is ri-di-cu-les!
The Great Scheme of Things is ri-di-cu-les!

